
We use composition notebooks every day in my classroom. I only have pictures of my 
own notebooks—I do a lot of the work along with my students, so hopefully it’s a 
decent representation of what we use them for! 

These are the rules I have my students write on the first page:  



My philosophy with these notebooks is that they’re a place to work, to collect, to 
practice creativity and critical thinking, to record and develop ideas, and to collaborate 
with others. Some of the things we do in the notebooks aren’t necessarily tied to an 
English standard, but I think they’re valuable to give students a safe place to be 
creative and explore their own writing, ideas, and creativity. I also tell them that 
they’re authoring their own book this year.  

I give them a notebook challenge every week. It’s totally optional, but if they complete it they 
get a ticket for a weekly drawing. I have around 25 kids do it every week—and usually 
different kids each week. 



 I’ve tried a variety of ways to help them keep track of their reading—here’s one example. 
Regardless of the forms, I always have them keep track of books they’ve read and books 
they’d like to read. 

I often give them stuff to glue in—anything we’ll reference gets resized to fit the notebook. 



I gave my kids the option of mind-numbingly boring or silly for grammar—they chose silly. We’re 
using a book called Super Grammar and fighting the VOG monster. (Vocabulary of Grammar…
one of those dorky things that developed through a series of weird connections.) They’ve 
really enjoyed it! They wrote a story using only two-word sentences, and then we’ve been 
adding to it as we practice new concepts. Anything I can do to help make it visual as well as 
verbal helps my students learn. 

We also do normal stuff 
in our notebooks, like 
take notes and do journal 
writing and make lists 
and do other traditional 
English-y activities. 



When we’re just starting out, I teach kids a bunch of 
techniques I learned from Lynda Barry’s books (Syllabus and 
What It Is): 



I collect lots of wonderful things in my notebook and encourage my students to do the same. 
(Rule 7: Collect things in this notebook that make you happy.) 



One process we use is called “Cover & Jot.” We read a text together, then they cover it up and 
makes notes. We re-read, either the whole text or a passage, and they cover and jot down 
more notes. They repeat multiple times, seeing what new thoughts and ideas they discover 
each time. Then they write about their most unique ideas, discuss their a-ha moments in 
groups, etc. Here are a couple examples of mine: 



A few other things we’ve done: copy a poem and embellish it, make a collage of gothic 
elements, draw pictures and cut up a poem to create a new sort of text, take visual notes, 
doodle, create collections. (My favorite collection is the facial hair a couple pages up!) 



Here are some other pages from my notebook. Students have many similar pages—some that 
we do together in class, some that they do on their own. Some students don’t commit to the 
notebooks as much as others, but most students really love them and work hard to author 
their own books!  

*In a professional development meeting this October, both a director of 
public affairs for a technology company and a dean of integrated studies 
at a local university said that every team they assemble needs an artist—
someone who can look at the world with a creative and visual eye. I feel 
proud that I’m preparing my students to contribute to future 
collaborative endeavors by helping them see how writing, creativity, art, 
and ownership can enrich their lives.


